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Introduction: The materials that comprise the lunar highland crust are thought to represent the products of very 
early lunar igneous differentiation (ie., 1;2); thus, an understanding of highland lithology and mineralogy is crucial 
to the study of lunar evolution and the moon in general. The most readily accessible component of the lunar 
highland crust to spacecraft and earth-based sensors is the highland soil. Visible and near-infrared spectrometers 
provide mineralogical information for the upper tens to hundreds of microns of soil while X-ray and gamma-ray 
spectrometers provide elemental information for the upper tens of microns to upper centimeter of soil. The Solid 
State Imaging system (SSI) aboard the Galileo spacecraft (3) obtained the first truly spatially extensive digital 
multispectral image data for both the nearside and farside of the moon during the first Galileo Earth-moon 
encounter in December, 1990. The data consist of images through seven filters with bandpasses ranging from 
0.40 p n  in the ultraviolet to 0.99 pm in the near-infrared. The SSI data provide an opportunity to analyze the 
heterogeneity of the lunar highland soils in a spatial context never before possible. Preliminary analyses of the 
general spectral heterogeneity of the SSI lunar data are contained in (4), (5), (6) and (7). These data provide the 
foundation for a more extensive analysis of highland soils, currently underway. 

AlISi calculated from the SSI daQ: With a few reasonable assumptions, the SSI data can provide 
compositional information not usually associated with visible and near-infrared multispectral data. An important 
example is the positive relationship observed between derived from the Apollo X-ray spectrometer data and 
normal albedo (8;9). This relationship is shown in Fig. 1 and results from the fact that the most common 
aluminum-rich lunar mineral, plagioclase, is bright (and low in iron) relative to most other minerals. Although 
the Apollo X-ray spectrometer data cover only 9% of the lunar surface, if the positive correlation between albedo 
and m i  is valid for the rest of the moon, then AL/Si can be estimated for areas not observed by the Apollo X-ray 
spectrometer by using albedo derived from the SSI data 

As the Apollo X-ray and current SSI data do not overlap to a great extent, in order to compute AVSi for regions 
observed by SSI, the relationship between AVSi and albedo is first quantified by plotting DN values for selected 
areas of the La Jolla Consortium AI/Si data (10) versus common areas of the Consortium normal albedo data (1 1). 
A linear fit is regressed to this approximately linear relationship (Fig. 2). Next, the reflectance of the SSI mosaic, 
which is normalized to 20" phase angle (7), is converted to albedo using the empirical relation between 
Consortium albedo and reflectance of the SSI 0.56 pm channel for the portion of the moon where the two data sets 
overlap (an area corresponding to most of the western nearside). Al/Si can then be estimated for limb and farside 
areas from SSI albedo using the relationship in Fig. 2. A histogram of the Apollo X-ray spectrometer M i  DN 
values for portions of the eastern nearside and limb is shown in Fig. 3. A histogram of AVSi DN values for the 
western limb and farside calculated from the SSI data is shown in Fig. 4. Although these DN values can be 
compared directly, conversion of DN values to real Al/Si values requires additional calibration. 

Comparison of AVSi values for the 9% coverage of the Apollo X-ray spectrometer data (Fig. 3) with the AVSi 
values for the almost 50% coverage of the SSI data (Fig. 4) suggests that the Apollo data may not be 
representative of lunar soils in general. The average highland soil observed by the Apollo spectrometer is 
apparently less aluminous than the average highland soil observed by SSI. The small peak at approximately 75 
DN in Fig. 4 corresponds in part to materials of the South Pole-Aitken basin (SPA) region. The lower albedo and 
thus lower computed Al/Si of SPA suggests a larger component of iron, which is more absorbing (see also 12). 
Although the Apollo gamma-ray spectrometer only obtained data for the northemmost portion of the SPA region, 
the slightly elevated iron content in this area (13) is consistent with the AVSi observations in this analysis. 

The linear relationship between albedo and Al/Si, shown in Fig. 1, is dominated by mature lunar soils. One 
type of lunar material that diverges from this linear relationship is material excavated by recent impact events. 
The points labelled Roclus' and 'Alhganus' in Fig. 2 are fresh impact craters. The high albedo of most types of 
recently excavated material is normally due to immature soil that has not been exposed long enough to have 
appreciably darkened by accumulation of agglutinates and other processes (ie., 14;15). Thus, material derived from 
fresh impact craters generally plots to the right of the linear soil trend in Fig. 2 and albedo alone cannot be used to 
give reliable results for m i .  Immature highland regions, however, are readily recognized by their extremely high 
albedo and distinctive spectral properties (12) and can be excluded from such analyses of M i .  

Current and future studies: As indicated above, immature materials diverge from the linear relationship 
between Al/Si and albedo exhibited by mature lunar soils. Immature regions must therefore be excluded when 
calculating a meaningful regression for AVSi versus albedo. In normal (0" phase angle) albedo images the albedo 
of fresh craters is particularly enhanced and can bias the results. In contrast to their exclusion from methods for 
determination of AVSi, immature soils associated with fresh impact craters are particularly useful for the study of 
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vertical and horizontal crustal compositional heterogeneity since they provide excellent information on 
mineralogical composition. However, even within this context, a better understanding of how immature soils 
alter optically (for example, 'redden' with increasing maturity) and how the optically altered soils relate to optically 
immature soils is crucial. A series of investigations currently underway, including a global assessment of 
highland soil and crater spectral heterogeneity and laboratory investigations of optical alteration, will facilitate the 
use of the spectral signature of soils and materials associated with highland impact craters to study vertical and 
horizontal highland crustal heterogeneity. Data to be obtained by SSI during the December, 1992 Galileo Earth- 
moon encounter will increase SSI coverage to approximately 75% of the moon and thus will be of great 
importance to these issues. 
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Figure 1: Scatterplot of Al/Si from the Apollo X-ray Figure 2: Scatterplot and linear regression of AlJSi versus 

spectrometer (10) versus lunar normal albedo (11). normal albedo for selected common areas. Points marked 

DN values are from the La Jolla Consortium data 'Proclus' and 'Alfraganus' are fresh impact craters and were 
not included in the regression. 
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Figure 3: Histogram of AlJSi from the Apollo X-ray 
spectrometer for portions of the eastern nearside and Figure 4: Histogram of M i  computed from the SSI data 
limb. The two modes correspond to AVSi concentra- as described in the text (Western nearside and eastern 
tion ratios of 039 and 054  (10). DN values are from farside.) 
the La Jolla Consortium data 
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